The following are a selection of
quick overviews of people that
I've worked with, to give you a
flavour of the kinds of things
that people who come to me
want to work on, and of the
results that we achieve in our
time together

A
A came to me when she'd just given up smoking and was suffering from some withdrawal
symptoms and anxiety. Together we worked to support her body as she went through a
nicotine detox. We also looked at ways to help her find greater harmony and balance. A
was able to lessen her anxiety and increase her feelings of self worth.

B
B wanted to find the root cause of her anxiety and feelings of being unsafe. Together we
were able to identify the initial trauma and also the issue that had triggered the most
recent episode of symptoms. We then explored the best options for her in addressing
both the initial trauma and the recent trigger, allowing her to move forward with greater
self-understanding and awareness. We also practiced tools and techniques for dealing
with feelings of anxiety and unease in the future.

“I liked your gentle yet insistent style.
You recognised when I was only ready to acknowledge a hard truth
and when I was ready to work on overcoming something.
I recommend Robyn for her gentleness.
Her work is very effective”.

C
C had been experiencing feelings of stress, overwhelm and exhaustion. We were able to
identify a series of issues in her life which had been traumatic for her and left her feeling
powerless. We explored these feelings, supporting C in releasing them and greatly
decreasing their intensity. This meant that they then had much less impact on C's day-today life.

D
When D first came to see me, she was on sick leave with ME (myalgic encephalomyelitis).
She told me about how she hated her job so much it felt like a 'little death' each time she
had to go into the office. She then described the work that she felt called to - a far cry
from her current role. We looked at the limiting beliefs that were keeping her from
creating her dream career and then worked to clear these beliefs allowing her the
freedom to leave her job and work towards setting up her new business. Having made
these changes, D is no longer suffering symptoms of ME.

"I had quite a few sessions with Robyn
who coached me through a difficult time.
Even though I’m a therapist myself, I needed support.
Robyn was my spokeswoman, putting my feelings into words
and so making my inner voice physically hearable.
Having her deep understanding of my personality
gave me ease and hope when I needed it most.”

E
E came to me feeling that she was in crisis. She wanted to attend couples therapy, but
her partner didn’t want to go with her, and the relationship counsellors that she’d
approached had told her that they didn’t see people on their own, without their partner.
We explored E’s relationship with herself, and she came to appreciate the importance of
connecting with her true Self, living in Soul alignment and practicing self-care and love
first, before she could be fully open to receiving from her partner. As she started to
reconnect with herself, and develop a greater sense of self-awareness and compassion,
so her relationship with her partner began to improve. He began to open up a little more
and they grew closer again..

F
F had been on a self-development journey for some time, however she still felt that she
had blocks that she couldn’t overcome. We explored her underlying beliefs and why
these were holding her back, then worked on releasing the emotions that were keeping
her from the sense of direction and clarity she desired. She was then able to move
forward with decisions, where before she’d felt stuck, and also came to a deeper
appreciation of the unique gifts that she has to offer.

"It wasn't just Robyn’s listening skills, but also her perspective
and interpretation of my situation which opened my eyes to a different reality
from what was in my head at the time.
It was such an enriching experience to share with her
everything which occupied my mind:
my insights through reading books,
events from my life which seemed to be metaphorical,
surprising signs from universe,
troublesome and joyful events and memories.
I'm really grateful that I was able to have her support
in my personal development and healing journey."

G
G came to me following a couple of big incidents in her life that had highlighted some
issues which she wanted to address. She felt she was being called to doing some deeper
personal exploration and growth. By the end of our work together she was feeling more
grounded and with a renewed sense of direction, clarity and freedom.

H
H is a medical professional who was suffering from anxiety due to working in the
intense environment of a covid-19 ward during the coronavirus lockdown. Together we
worked on reducing the severity of her feelings, understanding the issues and triggers
behind them and developing self-supportive strategies to support her return to work.
H had been unable to relax emotionally and mentally which was meaning that her body
was unable to rest, recharge and restore. We looked at the beliefs that were keeping her
in this perpetual state of inner activity, allowing her to listen to her body and its needs in
order to respond and practice greater self-care. H also learnt tools and techniques to
continue supporting herself going forward.

If you'd like to know more about how working with me
could help you to achieve the lasting transformation you long for,
enabling you to step into the joy and freedom
of living in greater Soul Alignment, then contact me
for a free 20 minute consultation:
robyn@equenergy.com
07980 669303

